
ROLE-BASED 
TRAINING 
PATHS
Manhattan professional 
development training and 
thought leadership programs 
empower you to enhance your 
expertise and stay squarely at  
the forefront of your field.

TRAINING + CHANGE MANAGEMENT

INVENTORY TRAINING PATHS
–  Inventory Optimization
–  Planning & Forecasting

SUPPLY CHAIN TRAINING PATHS
–  Distribution Management                                

(WMOS, WMi, SCALE)
– Supply Chain Visibility
– Transportation Management

OMNICHANNEL 
TRAINING PATHS
– Omnichannel Central
– Omnichannel Local

SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR 
TRAINING PATHS
–  Manhattan Platform                                     

System Administration

If you’re responsible for approving inventory orders, you belong 
at the Manhattan Inventory Optimization Institute. Whether you 
are a Buyer, Re-buyer, Inventory Specialist or Replenishment 
Analyst, you’ll  find a prescriptive training path, certification and 
networking opportunities tailored to your needs.

Maintain your expertise and demonstrate your capability with 
Manhattan’s Supply Chain training paths. We offer Supply Chain 
professionals a clear track for learning, from domain topics 
to product use, configuration and continuing education for 
advanced topics.

Grow your skills on the commerce side with our Omnichannel 
training paths. Gain expertise across commerce channels and 
deployment types to stay on the forefront of what’s emerging 
in Omnichannel. Differentiate yourself with software product 
knowledge, as well as omnichannel concepts in the supply chain 
domain.

Gain the skills you need for calibrating and tuning your Manhattan
solutions, including strategies for effective system administration 
and troubleshooting. Grow your expertise in Manhattan system 
analytics and best practices for database management.

BE AT THE TOP OF YOUR GAME



INVENTORY—IS IT REALLY POSSIBLE TO OPTIMIZE YOUR INVENTORY 
MANAGEMENT WITH EASE AND ACCURACY EVERY TIME?

SUPPLY CHAIN—HAVE WHAT IT TAKES TO BECOME THE 
MANHATTAN SUPPLY CHAIN EXPERT IN YOUR ORGANIZATION?

OMNICHANNEL—IS IT POSSIBLE TO STOP REACTING, GET UP-TO-SPEED 
AND MOVE AHEAD OF THE CURVE?

With support from Manhattan Inventory Management and Replenishment experts, your organization will be 
empowered to optimize your entire inventory, planning and forecasting operations and supply chain commerce 
network—from inventory to billing— to be more efficient, adaptable and responsive. Manhattan Inventory 
Training Paths are designed to the exact requirements of your role, ensuring the smoothest path to becoming a 
Certified Manhattan Inventory Optimization Expert and preparing you to solve even the most complex inventory 
management challenges.

Through Manhattan Supply Chain training paths, you’ll learn supply chain best practices and empower your career 
by discovering new, more efficient ways of operating your business. With professional development tailored to your 
exact needs, you can become a Manhattan supply chain expert. Take advantage of Manhattan software flexibility 
and meet the ever-changing needs of your business, including the most complex supply chain challenges.

Manhattan’s Omnichannel paths are designed around your needs and requirements to become a 
Manhattan Omnichannel Expert. Learn how you can use Manhattan software to impact your revenue and 
return on investment. Manhattan professional development training and thought leadership programs 
empower you to enhance your expertise and stay squarely at the forefront of your field.
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ACHIEVE OPTIMAL BUSINESS OUTCOMES 
AND PROFESSIONAL SUCCESS


